What is it?
The Lightboard is a glass “whiteboard” that Instructors can use to create videos lectures for their hybrid or online courses. With the Lightboard, you can:
• Write out ideas
• Diagram concepts
• Draw and walk-through equations
The Lightboard mimics face-to-face classrooms in an online or distance learning setting, as you can face your students as you teach.

In addition to writing your own notes on the Lightboard, you can also use Microsoft Powerpoint to actively engage with lessons in a Lightboard session.

Why use it?
The Lightboard gives instructors the opportunity to create video lecture materials that more closely mimics what they are familiar with in the classroom. The Lightboard offers:
• Little to no production time—get your finished video soon after you film!
• Variety in your lecture material—no more “talking head” webcam videos!
• Engaging material for your online or distance learning students!

And best of all, the Lightboard is FREE for faculty to use.

How does it work?
The Lightboard is a transparent panel lit internally by LED strips. The transparency of the board, along with the LED strips, illuminate markers which help them pop on the screen.

The Lightboard studio includes lights and microphones to help the instructor be seen and heard on video. As an instructor records their lesson, they can see a flipped version of themselves lecturing on a monitor.

Once the presentation is complete, the video files are placed in a shared Box folder for the instructors to edit and use in their course.

How do I get started??
For more information visit our Lightboard page.